Dream Symbols Dictionary. Ed Traut

dream dictionary. Tweet. Symbols are the language of dreams. A symbol can invoke a feeling or an idea and often has a much more profound and deeper meaning than any one word can convey. At the same time, these symbols can leave you confused and wondering what that dream was all about. Acquiring the ability to interpret your dreams is a powerful tool. To guide you with your dreams interpretations, we have interpreted over 5900 keywords and symbols and over 20,000 different meanings in our ever expanding dream dictionary. These meanings are in no way, the final say in what YOUR dream means, but hopefully it will inspire you to explore and offer a suggestive starting point for understanding your own dreams. A free online A to Z dream dictionary dedicated to helping people understand the meaning of their dreams. Unlike other dream interpretation websites or books we extensively research dream symbols by interviewing people about the events occurring in their lives at the time of their dreams. Inspired by the work of Gillian Holloway Ph.D, we are using a database of over 350,000 dream reports to create the world's most practical dream dictionary based on the waking life experiences of regular people. We hope that our work will help you to gain insight into the hidden meanings of your dreams. P Dream Dictionary. Home. Magic and Alchemy. Dream Books have been around for centuries (e.g. Almoli's Pitron Halomotâ“Interpretation of Dreamsâ“was first published in 1515). Earlier versions of dream books tended to reflect a folk etymology such as with earlier Summerians and Jews if one dreamed of an Olive tree the interpretation would depend on whether the fruit was still on the tree ("you will advance in the world"), or after the olives had been harvested ("you will be beaten down."â“Christ: A powerful dream symbol not necessarily connected with the historical Jesus. It is a powerful influence on one's personality. It can also represent one's universal connection (see archetypes). A Dictionary Of Dream Symbols book. Read 7 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Gain vivid insights into your dreams with this encyclo...Â This book is a collection of common dream symbols and their possible definitions, with an introduction to dream psychology at the beginning. The introduction was horrible. I suppose it isn't horrible, but I didn't agree with anything. The author claims that by understanding your dreams it'll change your life, but then says that a lot of dreams are just re-plays of events or things you watch from TV. Also, the author seems to think everything is about sex!